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Western Philosophy and Sanleara

CONTEMPORARY western philosophy wants to abandon all forms of
, t radi tionalism ': it boldly s tarts with a new point of view and a new
method of interpretation of experience. I

The term' experience' is ambiguous. Besides its different implications in
different sciences, it has a very complex implication in philosophy. Experience
in philosophy has to be understood from the particular point of view of a philo-
sopher. We have to decide whether a particular point of view is the only point
of view. Is not' experience' subjective? Does not experience involve sub-
jective and objective principles? Is there any 'continuity' between the
subjective and the objective? These and othe1:s are the various problems
raised by the contemporary thinkers like Bergson, James and Bradley, on the
one hand, and Alexander, Morgan, Bocdin, Santayana and Whitehead, on the
other. Experience has to be viewed from all its phases and kinds.

Revolt against Hegelianism as marked in Bergson, James and Bradley, is
chiefly against the 'intellectualistic' attitude of Hegel. Hegel's Absolute is
a concrete whole. Hegelianism lies in understanding the logical continuity of
thought, reconciling the opposites till one arrives at the concrete reality of the
absolute spirit. 2 Experience, for Hegel, is a' logical whole' where there is a rela-
tion among the parts, and there is a continuous union of all in a higher synthesis
till the final synthesis is reached. The world-show becomes a whole, a con-
tinuity, no doubt, but this continuity, being logical, is purely of an eternal charac-
ter without any reference to temporality. That is why Urquhart aptly says,
in his comments on Hegel's philosophy, that it is after all abstract, for it fails to
account for the real process or tcmporality.e In the analysis of experience, we
find, eternity and temporality both. Logical continuity of Hegel is purely eter-
nal. The' succession' or ' process' is explained away or absorbed into the
Absolute. The universe tends to shrink into a logical process of which the
individuals are merely the foci.s Just as Hume fails to account for' continuity'
and' unity' which presuppose certain logical and eternal principles, Hegel fails
to account for' succession' or ' process' in concrete experience. 5 Hegelianism
is a perfection of Kantianism, for, in Kant, there remained a gulf between pheno-
mena and noumena. between temporality and eternity. By totally absorbing
phenomena into noumena, and temporality into eternity, Hegel gives us a cha-

1. Urban: The Intelligible World, Part I. Ch. I.
2. Cf. Stace : The Philosophy of Hegel. Mure : An Introduction to Hegel.
3. Urquhart: The Vedanta and the Modern Thought, pp. :;:04-206. Rogers:

Introduction to Modern Philosophy, pp. 171-217.
4. Pringle-Pattison: Hegelianism and Personality. p·218. Raju: Thought and

Reality. Part I Chs. V-VII.
5. Royce: Lectures on Modern Idealism, pp. 213-231.
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racter of wholeness or continuity of experience, but this continuity is essentially
logical without any reference to temporality. Hume is not fully answered.
Hegelianism is an eminent example of the confusion between Epistemology
and Metaphysics. 6

The Neo-Kantians, like Cohen, Lange and Vaihingcr could not come to any
kind of realism, in the contemporary sense of the term, though they were trying
hard to find out a consistency in the Kantian way of thinking. The' trans-
subjective reality' was coming out of the grips inspite of their attempts to hold
Kantianism by denying both the subject and the object in themselves. This
new phenomenalism is a refined Humism or Illusionism, ' as Hartmann puts it.?
In Hegelianism there is a tendency beyond Kant to a form of Absolutism, but
the' succession' or ' temporality; inside and outside mind, remains to be inter-
preted. The logical ways of mind can explain only an aspect of mind and nature,
but they cannot account for the full experience. This denial of succession or
process or psychological experience has led to the revolt against the intel-
lectualistic attitude of Hegel. As Pringle-Pattison puts it: The metaphysical
priority assigned to the logical system pales before the imperious reality of the
senses."

Bergson and James, the exponents of psychological experience, revolt
against the logical, intellectualistic and abstract attitude in philosophy. They
are not concerned with any concrete idea in philosophy, for to philosophise
would be to fall into a form of intellectualism or dogmatism. There can be no
'ism,' for all 'isms' are intellectualistic. The character of experience is a
perpetual succession, a ceaseless flow, a continuity. How can intellect grasp the
flowing reality? If it tries to grasp it, it stops or cuts the flow into dead parts.
Bergson's various books clarify his anti-intellectualistic tendency in this
manner. 9 James, in his, "A Pluralistic Universe," vehemently protests
against our intellectualistic way of understanding reality which is a flux."? For
Bergson reality is revealed to our intuition, for James it is open to our precep-
tion. Bergson criticises both perception and intellect, but James criticises only
intellect for its' harmonising' or ' systematising' tendency, turning the flowing
universe into a static whole. For Bergson the intuition reveals the integral
experience which is a flow; the intellect dissects or cuts the flow into dead
parts. II
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A neo-Hegelian, like Bradley, is definitely anti-intellectualistic, when, in
opposition to Hegel, he points out that the reality is ' sentient experience' and
cannot be grasped by the intellectualistic categories, for they are riddled with
contradictions. The whole Hegelian philosophy is but a system of ' bloodless
categories.' The intellectualistic categories can never take us to a whole,
they only suggest a whole. In his famous book, .. Appearance and Reality, "
Bradley points out by taking up the pairs of categories used by the idealistic
thinkers upto Hegel, that, one of the categories refers, in its turn, to the other,
and cries for solution or reconciliation in the other, but failing each time to
give the character of the whole which is bevond both. So he abandons the
categories as failing to give us the idea of the whole. The categories aim
at the whole, but fail to grasp the whole.'> The whole, as supposed by Bradley,
is not an intellectual whole of Hegel, which is an abstract whole without any
life and vitality in it. In one sense, Bradley is more radical than James,
for he doubts also the systcmatising or the harmonising character of the intellect.
J ames holds that by system at ising, the intellect makes the reality a static
whole, which is really a flux, but Bradley holds that the intellect fails to grasp
the whole on account of its inherent contradiction; it refers to something
beyond, which is sentient experience, wherein the limitation of mentality
has to be transcended. '3 Sentien t experience is not a mere unanalysed feeling.
It is beyond the crude feeling, intellect or will. It is a transcendence of all
where all are harmonised or transmuted into a sentient whole. Bradley is
craving for a whole; inspite of his anti-Hegelian tendencies, he remains a
Hegelian. He only aims at a supra-logical and supra-psychological experience. '4

Viewed, thus, the experience seems to slip from us. We find that experi-
ence becomes parted into two chief points of views-intellectualism (Hegelian-
ism), on the one hand, and anti-intellectualism or anti-Hegelianism, on the other.
In both, however, there is a demand of ' rationality, ' if not a new logic. The
whole force of rationality comes from the comprehension of the varied character
of experience which is logical, psychological, supra-logical and supra-psy-
chological. Experience has various characters, aspects or phases, and because
the philosophers view it from different sides, they go to some form of intellec-
tualism or anti-intellectualism. The purpose of this paper is not to go into the
details of their various analysis of experience; it intends to show that the anti-
intellectualistic criticisms of Hegelianism, render the study of experience-more
complex and difficult. Amidst the discrepancies among the chief anti-intellec-
tualists, mentioned above, there is agreement in one point, viz., any positivistic
attitude which becomes patent in Hegelianism, is dogmatic. This becomes
evident more in Bergson and James than in Bradley.

12. Bradley: Appearance and Reality, 13k. J. Chs. II-XII.

13· tua.. pp. 486-89, 531-35, 536-43.
14. tsu., pp. 518-522. 550-2. Also, 13k. II. Chs. XII-XXVII. Also Vide Raju:

Thought and Reality. Part I Ch. I Chiefly pp. 40-43.
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It should be mentioned, however, that from a different point of view,
both Bergson and James are dogmatic inspite of their anti-intellectualistic
attitude. Will it not be equally dogmatic to hold that the reality is purely
psychological? Reality is neither logical nor psychological purely, it is
both and more. One has to study the character of experience as it is
experienced without subscribing oneself to any definite attitude of the mind.
This impcrsonal study of experience has been taken up by some of the con-
temporary realists, like Alexander and Whitehead. We shall try to clarify
their views, pointing out that they only intend to study the characters of
experience without bearing any intellectualistic or anti-intellectualistic atti-
tude.

According to these thinkers, the experience is both intellectual and iritui-
tional; it is a continuous flow. They believe in continuous evolution. In
process of evolution there arise new 'qualities,' 'relatednesses,' 'activity-
systems' or' events.' One has to understand the' events' or' actual occasions'
as having a dual aspect-basic or causal and apparent. The old theory of
'bifurcation' between mind and nature, mind and body, appearance and reality,
must go now. IS Since all are in flow, there is a perfect continuity of the one
into the other, giving us only dynamic shapes or forms to realise. These shapes
or forms pass into other shapes or forms, giving us the notion of feeling centres
passing into further feeling centres, closing up gaps continuously, extending the
feeling or prehension by ceaseless continuity. Each shape is a new vision, a new
prehension. In each there is a' passage' of the eternity into temporality, tem-
porality into eternity, reality into appearance, appearance into reality, mind
into body, body into mind, beginning into an end and end into beginning.
The world-flow is tending towards a whole which is an 'appearance,'
meeting the' reality' when it is realiscd. Thus vanishes the idea of the' block
universe '-an abstract or eternal universe. The universe is dynamic, a feeling
universe, a relative universe-the past meeting the present, and the present the
future; there is only a rise in the intensity ann standard of feeling: in such an
idea there is no ideality, for the tendency is never towards an abstract eternal
universe or an abstract temporal universe. Evolution is a continuous universe,
there is no teleology in any idealistic sense of Aristotle, Hegel or Bradley,
or teleology in the sense of a: mere flow as in Bergson or James. Evolution is
only a feeling of continuity. It is understanding the character of the present
where all the rational principles, eternal and temporal, are realised. This is
the natural and rational consequence of western thought, viewed specially after
Whitehead.

For Whitehead, experience is neither logical nor psychological. It is
neither supra-logical nor supra-psychical; it is evolutionary or dynamic,
expressing rational principles which are logical, psychological, supra-logical,

15. C1. Lovejoy: Revolt against Dualism. Dewey : Experience and Nature.
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supra-psychological-but all understood from a new point of view=. Philosophy
is not concerned with an experience which is ideally the beginning or the end
or the present, but it is concerned with the experience of the present which is a
complex whole having an eye before and behind. This anti-positivistic attitude,
which we mark in western philosophy, can be equally marked in Sankara's
philosophy. But the anti-positivistic attitude in Sankar a is essentially
Upanisadic. We shall come to this point after studying the philosophy of
Whitehead in relation to other kindred thinkers. Their realism is nothing but
a new insight into the character of experience.

What is common to all these thinkers, is the problem of continuous process.
All are in process. In this process, there arise concrete characters or quali-
ties. There are various grades or orders of these characters or qualities. So
they distinguish between the mere process and the characters that emerge in
the process. These characters are something , new' in the process. These
novel characters give meaning to the process. The whole world-show is a
meaningful process. The process is not, therefore, merely' temporal,' but it is
a field where the 'eternal characters' are realised.v These eternal characters
are the infinite possibilities, accounting for the values and the ideals that are
realised. The whole universe can be viewed as a universe of values. There are
orders and levels in the streaming universe. There is all-pervasive continuity,
but between one and another kind of existential situation, there is a realisation of
different grades of values. There is a general order of value-realisations, but
the character of the realisation changes with the different orders of the process.
A process appears to us as ' spatio-temporal,' but really it is a ' feeling-situa-
tion,' comprehending all the 'possibilities,' novelty and values within it.
Thus process is a very complex situation. It has no purity in any abstract
sense, it is a mixed situation, an actuality and possibility in one. It has a duality,
having a physicality and a mentality. The world-process is towards infinite
possibilities-towards mentality, transcending the immediate physicality.
Consciousness is a late emergence in process. The vision of the streaming
universe varies as one rises from the perceptual to the reflective and
intuitional consciousness. There is no gulf among the various levels of
consciousness, there is a continuity all-through. Besides the continuity, in the
higher levels of the mind, there is perfect interpenetration of the different
kinds and levels of consciousness, making the experience more varied, complex
and novel. Early and contemporary thought, tending towards any definite
'ism', is an one-sided view of experience where the dynamic, continuous,
complex and novel character of experience is neglected. Experience cannot
be viewed from the intellectual point of view. It cannot be viewed from the
point of view of intuition or perception as in Bergson or James, or from the

16. Process and Reality and Adventures of Ideas.
17. Cf. A.C. Garnett: Reality and Value, pp. 68-72. and also writer's. An Outline

of Whitehead's Philosophy.
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point of view of a transcendent consciousness as in Bradley. Experience in its
dynamism, in its immediacy and transcendence, has to be analysed and
intuited, so that there will remain no definite standpoint of idealism, empiricism,
intellectualism or anti-intellectualism. All' isms' will fuse into one study of
dynamic experience in its direction towards the realisation of a final subjective
form which is also dynamic, only relatively final. 18

Alexander wants to account for process and realisation by his hypothesis
of a spatio-temporal Matrix in which Time is directive.w But according to
our understanding of Alexander, Time, if it is taken as a correlative of Space,
cannot be taken as wholly directive, it is directive with Space. Space should
have been taken as equally directive. Morgan has that in mind when he
thinks of a separate directive principle in God, who is directive of the Matrix
having a basic physicality. But Morgan seems to move half-way between
idealism and realism when he says that evolution can be understood by ac-
knowledging the directive principle in relation to an ultimate physical principle
which is involved. Morgan is silent about the character of direction and phy-
sicality. The character of continuous emergence is not clearly shown. .The
, background' of evolution is not clear; the bogy of idealism and realism haunts
his mind.w So the natural choice goes to Boodin, who thinks of a principle of
activity, which by controlling itself, realises the values and ideals continuously
in the universe. The whole world, for him, is a vast realm of activity-systems,
realising concrete characters as energy, space, time, form and awareness,
closing up the old idealistic cleavage between mind and nature, thought and
existence, eternity and temporality. His philosophy only speaks of' activity'
and its implication, driving towards the realisation of its ultimate genius in the
highest reaches of the reflective consciousness and beyond.v Pure activity,
for him, is a structural activity, where all are realised in order and in the form
of a system. The guidance, control or direction in the activity, is possible on
account of its self-activity. In such control its own rationality or genius is
expressed. In Boodin, we find, a realisation cf process; the manner of his
consideration of direction of process suggests, that, it is abstract and idealistic
-not different from Aristotelianism or Hegelianism. He speaks indirectly of
an eternal process. Temporality is neglected, for his too much insistence on
the rationality or the spirituality of the process?'

From the strict rationality of the process in Boodin, we may pass on to
the flux or process of Santayana, which is a thoroughly irrational process without
any control, guidance or direction. The nature of flux is its inherent irration-
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ality. It does not tend towards rationality, but reflects rationality; that
rationality is consciously intuited in the reflective level of the mind, when, in
the psyche.there emerges anew form-the spirit.o The flux is spatia-temporal;
the flux tends towards forms, but fails to grasp the form. The essences or the
rational characters or the forms are never realised in the flux, they tempt the
flux towards them. The whole process is a constant failure to realise the
forms which guide the flux. These characters are never rcalised in the flux.
There is a tendency towards' unity,' but there is no unity. The forms are
non-existential, purely rational or self-luminous in character=. A perfect
idealism of these characters is well-established in 'The Realm of Essence'.
The Realm of Matter speaks of the continuous flow of matter or
substantiality. The' matter' of Santayana, is like the evolving' Prakrti '
of the Sarnkhya system having a tension within it.2s Santayana speaks of the
two unrelated principles, irrational matter or flux, and the luminous essences
or pure rationalities. Just as the flux of Prakrti only reflects the 'Purusa' or
the luminous or rational principle without becoming the rational principle,
the flux of matter tends to reflect the essences. Santayana does not believe
in the original unity of these principles or their unity in the flux or process.
He, like the Sarnkhya, develops the doctrine of reflection, and not the doctrine
of real connection. This is an anti-metaphysical tendency.

Santayana, thus, speaks of experience as such, and does not idealise in
the traditional manner. 26 His idealism is of a different kind. Often he points
out that this is the imagination of the 'spirit' of the' psyche.' The culture
of essences is only a culture of an otherworldliness, a culture of total dis-intoxi-
cation from the existential world of facts and values. The culture of values in
Santayana, is more' ideal' than in Alexander; in Alexander, the values emerge
due to the interaction of the ideals as cherished by the individuals in society.
Value depends on the human appreciation of the objects in accordance with the
ideals of the existing society. It is mind's relation with other minds in their
appreciation of valucs.vz But Santayana gives us a purely ideal notion of
values; it is a culture of the essential freedom that one can en joy in the intui tion
of the pure rational character of the essences. This idealism with regard to the
understanding of concrete experience and values, is more radical than Platon-
isrn.s" The ideal realm of essence is non-existential in both the real ann the

23· Santayana: The Realm of Matter, pp. 87, 88, 93, 94, 100, also vide my article,
Prabuddha Bharata (March and June 1940), An Advance Towards an Evolutionary
Universe.

24. The Realm of Essence, PI'. 25, 29,41, ,12·
25· Radhakrishnan: Indian Philosophy, Vol. II. Ch. IV. Sec. VII-XII.
26. Santayana : Contemporary American Philosophy, Vol. II. A Brief History of
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27· Alexanrlcr : Space Time and Dcit v, Vol. II. pp. 238-9.
28. Cf. Zeller: Plato and Older Academy.
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idealscnse of the term. In Santayana there is no system-making tendency, but
there is a constan t fear of passing into idealism, therefore, he does not think of
the initial unity of the principles. In Whitehead, the problem is different.
According to him, 'unity' among the varied rational principles, is an experien-
tial fact; we cannot deny the' unity' in experience, though we may not start
with an abstract unity of the principles. To deny the unity in concrete experi-
ence of the rational principles, will be dogmatic. Experience is a 'continuity'
on account of the' unity' of the principles. This is not the logical of transcell-
dentai1lllity of Kant or the abstract ideal1tnity of Hegel. It is a ' unity' when'
the continuity of experience can be felt. If Santayana denies this unity, he
makes the flux an abstract tlow. Merely the tendency to grasp the forms or
essences, cannot give the' continuous' character of experience. If Santayana
is allowed to maintain his view of the unreality of 'unity' of the principles,
there will be a return to Humism.ss The experience will be discontinuous or
atomic all-through. Progress or evolution or even emergence will never be
understood. Philosophy will oscillate between the materialism of the' Realm
of Matter," or the idealism of the' Realm of Essence.'

The problem of the ultimate unity of any kind, may be rationally aban-
doned. But to abadon the' unity' of the rational principles in concrete Experi-
ence, would be dogmatic. So, for Whitehead, this is the initial raticnal or
metaphysical demand. This can be clearly experienced in the analysis -of a
' concrete occasion' which is a ' continuity' from the past to the future. This
' .unit v ' of the rational principles, is consciously felt in the' silence' of the
reflective consciousness. This experience of the rational principles in the pure
indi\·iduality of the silence, is the religious experience. It is the initial rationa
demand. It is the thought of God or the principle of concretion or limitationl
Without this initial rationality, which may be human, the rationality that is
demanded of the concrete experience, cannot be accounted for. This is not
a dogmatic assumption of Whitehead. It is consciously and keely felt in our
reflective consciousness. It is a consciousness of the' continuity' of experience
and the rational principles, experienced in concrete experience, directed to the
realisation of the final subjective form of Creativity, which is not an abstract
principle, but understood in relation to the rational principles. It is the principle
of direction, intuited in concrete experience and in the highest religious conscious-
ness. It is one of the conditions accounting for the continuity and direction of
experience. There is a continuity of experiences from the lowest to the highest
order, The world-flow is towards the reflective consciousness, where the
keeness and intensity of feeling is realised in the highest form.s= The perceptu-
al experience is continuous with the intellectual and the intuitional. We
cannot start with any kind of experience in particular. To start with any

29. cr. N.K. Smith: The Philosophy of David Humc.
30. Process and Rea litv , pp. 24-25, 29, 31, 71, 309-397.
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particular experience would be to commit the fallacy of excluding other
aspects of experience. In the supreme level of consciousnes, all the rational
principles operative in the universe, are focussed. In it there is no concrete
experience of an object or reality, but there is a consciousness of a principle.
It is the determination of the mere continuity of experience by the supposition
of a ground which accounts for the realisation of the infinite possibilities in
actualities. It is not the experience of a ' divine presence' as the idealistic
thinkers hold, but it is supposition of the very principle which can account
for the meaning and value of the flowing experience.

The universe is not an indeterminate flow, but a meaningful process. It
is a realm of ideal possibilities. Both idealism and realism fall into an abstract
and static view of reality, the moment they show a tendency to adore the
eternal or the temporal principles. There is no such thing as a finally abstract
personality in the form of God or reality, nor there is such a thing as merely
an ultimate logical principle. It will be also dogmatic to deny the infinite
personalities, realised in concrete process. Personality is not abstract, but
concrete. Personality lies in continuity. In this dynamic universe, all are
continuities or unities, realising higher and higher unities. The universe is a
flowing universe, but that does not mean that it is vanishing, or passing into
nothing. It is proceeding to realise higher and higher values or unities of
feeling. The' rationality' of all these values are determined by the ultimate
rationality with which we have started, viz., God. This God, also, is an experi-
ence realised in that supreme reflective consciousness. It is a concrete
experience-not an abstract idea nor an abstract personality. It is the supposi-
tion of determining the rationality of all becoming. But this rationality, since
it is an experience, is ultimately directed by creativity, which stands for indeter-
minate flow, directing all to a final experience or goal, which is also dynamic.
It is a recognition of the meaning of experience by the principles which give us
a background for determining the rationality of our experience. The realistic
or the idealistic way of interpreting experience is not rational on account of
the dynamic character of experience. In the rational principles, the human
consciousness has come to the full front; the whole determination is from the
point of view of the human experience; but since, the human experience is a
real experience, the determination of concrete experience in general by the
rational principles, is real. On account of the thought of the' ground' of the
rational principles, the concrete unities realised in each experiential situation,
are realised in a rational form. Whitehead considers this principle in detail in
several of his writings.s- The God or the ground of rationality is not the
thought of a personality; it is a principle, giving us a sense of personality,
which is a general character of the universe. In it there is a grasp of the
universe with its infinite possibilities, and of a vast realm of streaming actuality.
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Whitehead, thoroughly analyses, the different aspects of this experience,
and wants to understand the unity of these aspects in concrete experience.
He develops the view of a' companion God, ' raising the universe from perishing
to ideal or immortal states, sharing his own' subjective aim' with the occasions.
elevating the occasions towards the realisation of the 'subjective aims' of
God himself. All elevation of the lower is by the 'mentality' of the higher.
As the whole realm of occasions tends to realise the' subjective aims' of God,
the occasions pass from their perishing states to immortal states. There is a
continuous movement towards' immortality. '

Personality is a general character of the universe; the attainment of
immortality is also its general character. The rationality involved in the
realisation of higher and higher personalities attaining immortal states, is to be
found in the ultimate rationality or God. The notion of God, is the rational
demand for the understanding of the infinite possibilities realised in the universe.
But this demand at the same time frees us from all idealistic notion of God.
It is a concrete experience, a metaphysical or rational demand, different from
any such ideal demand of the idealists, for it is also the thought of a concrete
dynamic experience, wherein there is the supposition of the ground of the eternal
and actual entities, rcalised in concrete centres of experience. In this supposi-
tion of the ground of our rationality, there is a further supposition. God
directs all to his' subjective aims' or infinite possibilities, but God is not the
principle of direction. Creativity is the principle of direction. It is not of
course the ultimate principle of direction as the idealists suppose. It is the
supposition of universal flow. It has to be understood with God, eternal
objects and the actual occasions. As this principle directs all to the final
subjective form, which is an ideal limit of the process, and not a final absolute
limit, God ancl the world of possibilities and actualities, are ultimately directed
to the realisation of the so-called final subjective form of Creativity. In this
manner, the relativity of all the principles and the actual occasion, bas been main-
t ained. The problems of unity, continuity, personality, immortality and
finally of reality, have been understood from the point of view of concrete
experience in which all are focussed. The centre of interest should be turned
to the analysis of the dynamic experience, and not to the abstract principles,
tending towards one-sided 'isms.' The tendency of treating the abstract
principles separately or together, should be abandoned in philosophy. The
whole interest should be in concrete experience which expresses' unity' and
, continuity' all-through. The principle and the experience, cannot be separa-
ted by a gulf. So' unity' and' continuity' are always concrete events and
never abstract thoughts.

There is only a progressive understanding of the principles in unity and
continuity. The universe is a realm of values, it is not an abstract or a merely
logical universe. So to demand only logic from this universe would be dogmatic;
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the universe is towards the rcalisation of all the valucs.v- truth, beautv and
goodn('s;;, not in their abstract character, but in their real, concrete and .dvna-
mic character, The' final subjective form' of all is only a feeling of a final
experience or appearance at a particular moment of the univcrse.s= The problem
of philosophy is all-through general, it cannot be defined by any' ism' ; all
• isms' are rcaliscd in the concrete centre of experience. Whitehead thus.
avoids all forms of positivism, for any positivistic notion is a limitation of the
manv-sidcd character of experience.

The anti-positivistic attitude of Whitehead is not a result of the revolt
against the intellectualism or anti-intellectualism in philosophy; it is a conscious-
ness of the highest principle of rationality,-the experience of the ground of
.111our rationality. The 'ground' of rationality is a human experience.e=the
highest human experience to which we can reach. It is the ground of both the
eternal and the temporal aspects of our experience. This ground is both intui-
tional and intellectual. But this' ground' rests on a higher ground, the prin-
ciple of creativity. The creativity is not also an abstract reality, for it is
experienced in the highest and lowest phase of our experience. It is that
principle which directs all to a goal, and again redirects that goal to a higher goaL
Experience is relative, and should he interpreted in terms of the highest express-
ion of our rationality. It is the grasp of the unity of all rational principles
operative in the universe and a denial of' bifurcation' of any kind. So the
contemporary tendency is towards' human experience, '33 but though human.
it is ' real.' There is no longer any abstract metaphysics.

A revolt against abstract metaphysics may be marked in Indian philosophy
in Sa6kara. The thought of Sa6kara is Upanisadic or rather it is a new inter-
pretation of Upanisadic principles. Unlike western thought, Indian thought
is not a continuous development from man to man; it is only a re-interpreta-
tion of the insights of the Upanisadic thinkers. The stamp of originality can
be seen in the new experience of the persons interpreting the Upanisadic
ideas. Indian thought is a continuous development of a culture, but that does
not make it dogmatic. The rationality of Indian thought is evident from the
series of anti-Upanisadic tendencies. In Sa6kara we find a return to the
Cpanisadic thought by a new interpretation of the Upanisadic principles,
meeting the objections raised by the anti-Upanisadic thinkers, like the Bud-
dhists. This re-interpretation docs not express any dogmatic tendency; rather,
it expresses the highest rationality that mankind can attain to. In this article,
we intend to show that an anti-positivistic attitude, in Sa6kara is essentially
different from that of Whitehead. In this attitude we find the expression of
a ' rationality' which mav be accepted with proper liberality of thought.
This takes us at once to the philosophical attitude of Sa6kara.

32. \Vhitchead: Adventures of Ideas. p. 38r.
33· Boodin: Functional Realism. The Philosophical Review, March 1934·
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In Sankara, there is a revolt against intellectualism, and also against
intellectualistic intuition. From the standpoint of S~6kara (if we do not
interpret him from an abstract point of view having a Hegelian biasjs-,
Hegelianism and the contemporary anti-intellectualism of Bergson, James
and Bradley, may be viewed as dogmatic, for there is either a faith in the inti-I.
[ect or in the intellectualistic intuition.ss Sa6kara docs not criticise intdkct
in the manner of Bergson, James and Bradley, pointing ont the dissecting,
harmonising or analytic character of it ; he points out that the intellect has a
limit. The intellect or the intellectual form of understanding which is eSSen-
tially relational or dualistic in character, cannot reach the ultimate experience
which is essentially non-relational in character. We are indebted to Radha-
krishnan for this interpretation of S;ulkara's philosophv.ae This non-dualistic
attitude is evidently anti-postivistic, and it has a different principle of
• rationality- from that of Whitehead. We shall try to determine the Iinal
character of reality in the light of this experience. Sankara is not only an
anti-positivist, but also a non-dualist.sz

In both Sa6kara and Whitehead, experience has to be intrrpr<'tvd from a
rational background. The rational background, for Whitehead, is both intellec-
tual and intuitional, in their relativity and transcendence; but it is never an
abstract reality; it is always a dynamic reality. It is a human experience. The
rational background, for Sailkara, is pure non-relational experience or
consciousness or "caitan ya '--a sel f -S hining consciousness withou t an)' dJ 'narnism
or tran sition. It is a persistent unfailing light of consciom;ness. It is not a
crude category of •Being' or' Substance, "or even a relative subject; it is a non-
relational subject that never becomes an object, for hecoming is a contrauiction
of a self by another self, or object by another object. It is the thought of a
self .or iltman that is identical all-through, for to admit of the difference or
becoming in it, is a contradiction of its' self.' Sa6kara's principle is identity
and non-contradictionss So it can be known in a non-relational form. \"e
have to transcend our relational way of nnderstanding experience to know the

34· Urquhart: The Vedanta and The :'Ilodern Tbol':.,:ht, ell. VlIT.

35· Vide my paper, J<auical Anti-intellt'dualism of s'atikara. Indian 'PhilosopiJical
Congrcss Aligarh 1941. ,

36. Radh~krishnan: Indian Philosophv, \'01. IT. Ch. Vl l I, Sees. XXXV a ncl XXVJ
Vide also Sirr.ar: Comparative Studies in Vcd an tism, p. 1 x.

37· Raju : Thought and Realitv, Part I. Ch. 1., Pari I I. Chs. 1 and II J., Poll t lJ 1. Ch».
I.1I1 VI-VII, XLI., Part IV. Chs. I·V. In all these chapters the non·duHli,tiL' attitude of
Sankara has been brought out bvRaju. It is a defence of Satikara's I'hilosophyagainst
the Hcgclians. Cf. Also. Sircar : Comparative Studies in Vedantism, Ch. 1. Sirrar defends
Sankara against the other Indian Vcdarrtins.

38. Raju : Thought and Heality, pp. i26-132; Sirca r : Comparat iv (' Studies in
Vedjlrrt isrn, p. :q. Brahma Siit ras : 3· 2. 14-29; 4· 4· 2-4; 4.4-,). Vivarana, pp. 55-56
(Benares Edition) .
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character of experience. This non"rclational experience is at the back of our
relational experience. This non-relational experience is the basic, or the
foundational consciousness which is ' always as it is, and can never be contra-
dicted; , it is the un failing light that shines or expresses by mere presence all
other conscionsnesses, This experience is also' human, ' for it can be realiscd
by human beings; it is not' relational' or 'dynamic' in the sense of \\"hitehead.

The problem for Sankara, is to decide between the non-relational experi-
ence and relational experience. Which is ultimate? Both cannot be real,
but both have to be interpreted. Our relational experience cannot be brushed
aside as illusory, We have only to choose a rational background, and see
whether that background can be experienced or not. Sallkara tries to account
for all kinds of experience, and takes us to a rational background of them all.
Viewed from this standpoint, we find in him, the same type of 'rationality'
as in Whitehead. Only we shall choose between their attitudes towards experi-
encc and find out which is more comprehensive and less dogmatic,

According to contemporary western thought, experience is dynamic or
evolutionary in character. It has to be explained by means of certain rational
principles, operative in the universe. So passing into intellectualism or intui-
tionism, would be dogmatic, for both intellect and intuition are found in con-
crete experience, But this is an examination of experience from our reflective
waking consciousnc'ss. It is logical and psychological, human and normal.
There is no effort to transcend this consciousness. Even in Bradley, the logical
and psychological experience is dominant though he wants to transcend the
ordinarv intellectual cxperiencc.s? But Indian philosophy is not merely con-
cerned with an analysis of waking reflective consciousness, it is concerned
with the dream experience, deep-sleep experience, and other super-conscious
experiences. In western psychology there is a belief in the un-conscious.
and the psycho-analysts explain the various consciousnesses in relation to
the deep unconscious.:" The dream and the so-called super-conscious states,
arc the expressions of the subliminal consciousncss.s ' We are not going to
consider in this paper the psychological explanation ot various consciousnesscs
or experiences from the. hypothesis of the unconscious, which will lead us to
unnecessary complications. Our point of view lies in interpreting experience
as a whole, and psychological experience is only a kind of experience. To

39 .. Appearance and Reality. pp. 535-43. Cf. Raj u : Thought and Reality, PAl.

40. Cf. Works of Freud, Jung and Adler.
.p, Cf. "[orton Prince: The Unconscious. Garnett: Reali tv and "aluc.

pp. 94-95, Garnett. however, gi\'cs US a view of a will that exists even in (\cep-sltep,
connecting the unconscious with thc conscious states of the mind, There is a ' unity of
purpose' which accou n ts for personal identity. Garnett's answer to thc problem of
continuity between the unconscious and conscious mentallik, is bio-psycholo~ica1. 5ail-
ku ras basic consciousness is a philosophical principle-·a self-existent principle.
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begin with a common man's experience, we find, three broad kinds--waking,
dream and deep-sleep experience. There is a ' continuity' among all these
experiences. Continuity gives us the idea of a relational experience, but
5ankara points out that it is essentially non-relational.

According to western philosophy and psychology, our experience is a
, continuity.' We have seen how a Hume or a Hegel, tries to account for
continuity, and how at last the failure to solve the problem leads us to the
criticism of the contemporary thinkers. A Kant starts with the supposition
of an original or transcendental principle of unity determining the' given.'
A Whitehead starts with a ground of experience which is essentially dynamic
in character. Sankara neither starts with an intellectu~l 'bifurcation'
between the original principle and the given, nor with a dynamic ground
to account for the 'transition' in experience. Both kinds of experience,
according to Sankara, will be intellectual and relational. But if it can
be shown by a study of the character of waking, dream and deep-sleep experience,
that the relational or the intellectual experience has a limit, then the' conti-
nuity , cannot be explained by a pre-supposition of a duality, or by the supposi-
tion of a basic changc-principle«

The waking and dream experiences are relational or intellectualistic.
The analysis of deep-sleep experience shows that there is no experience of an
object, but there is some consciousness which is manifested in our waking
state when one says that one had a good sleep. We cannot say that this
knowledge is 'a later judgment or an inference, or memory, for all such know-
ledge depends on a previous actual or perceptual experience. But in that
state there cannot be any perceptual experience, for the basis of perceptual ex-
perience is duality between the subject and the object. It is a different kind
of experience, non-relational in character. It is really' immediate. '.3 We
cannot argue like a sceptic and say that there was no experience, it was an
unconscious state of mind. But logically thisis unjustifiable, for, how can there
be a connection between the unconscious and the conscious mind? The so-
called connection between the two, presupposes a consciousness at the back of
both. So logically we cannot dispense with the basic consciousness, which is
self- shining, without any duality, difference and transition. It is a purely non-
relational experience, which cannot be doubted or contradicted. All other
modes of experience-perception, inference, comparison or testimony-can
be doubted. But this experience, which i~ non-relational and self-shining can
never be doubted. Datta, in his. "The Six Ways of Knowing, " very nicely

42. Raju: Thought and Reality, pp. 77,88,91,102, 103, 134,-143, Sir car : Com-
parative Studies in Vedantisrn, pp, 19-2I.. Chatterjee and Datta: Introduction To
Indian Philosophy, pp. 420-470. Advaitasiddhi and Brahmanandi pp, 558-559 (Javaji's
Edition) .

43, Sircar : Comparative Studies in Veclantism, pp. 22-24.
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concludes that according to the non-dualism of Sankara, this foundational ex-
perience is the self-shining immediate experience, and it cannotbc doubted, forit
can never be contradicted; all other forms of knowledge, through the different
sources, are open to doubts.s+ All relational consciousness can be explained
through this foundational consciousness. But the relational consciousness
has a limit; when it ends, there is not merely' ignorance' ; for, in that case,
"ignorance' itself could not have been known; there is a persistent conscious-
ness which accounts for the ignorance itself. Only pure knowledge can trans-
cends 'ignorance, ' but not 'ignorance, 'knowledge. This foundational con-
sciousness, therefore, is neither subjective nor objective; nor can it become
subjective or objective. The notion of becoming is conspicuous in the thought
of the contemporary realistic thinkers like James, Russell, Broad and White-
head. But Sankara excludes from the mind, completely, the notion of ' be-
coming,' from this foundational consciousness. To believe in 'becoming I
or 'transition,' would be to believe in infinite contradictions, a continuous
denial of identity. How can the reality be contradicted by some other
thing or how can it become some other thing ?-·for, in each case, there is
limitation of the reality by something other than itself.

The self-shining consciousness is ' present' in all the different states; while
the relational consciousness is cancelled in deep-sleep state, this non-relational
consciousness is not cancelled. 45 The original consciousness, which is ' blissful-
ness, ' or' pure existence' without any relation, form, difference or transition,
is not an abstract and crude category before 'difference' and transition, but
it is a self-shining experience which accounts for all other experiences,
Some of the western interpreters of Saitkara have misinterpreted his conception
of reality, and they think that Hegel's interpretation of reality is more compre-
hensive and convincing. But, according to us, as already noted, this
experience is the foundational experience, and is the support of all relational
experience. It is not a crude intellectual category, or a primary stage in
experience, It is· the basic experience, and all other experiences, seem to
contradict it. We shall have to free ourselves from the relational experience
Which seems to contradict the non-relational experience.

But this raises a further question, »iz., can reality be contradicted ?It
cannot be contradicted, for to suppose so, would be to introduce another real-
ity. Thatis again a contradiction in terms. SaJ'lkara recogniscs both the non-
relational experience and the relational experiences. By his hard or stringent

44. The Six Ways of Knowing, pp. 3'z8-41. Sircar: Comparat ive Studies in
Vedantism, pp. 25-27. Nikhilanand a : Vedarrtasar a. Paras; 135; J37; J3S; )42; 196-
199; 225, Brahrna-Sut., 2. 1. 26-28. Brhadaranyaka : 4· 3. 10.

45. Indian Philosophy, Vol. II. pp. 51.3, 5TS-G, 532, 523-7, Also Sirc ar: Comparative
:Studies in Vedantism, Ch. 1. Also pp, 74. 76 77.
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logic,46 Sankara goes to the non-relational experience advocating non-dualism
or advaitism. He is not speaking of any' ism,' for that is intellectualistic.
Sankara points out that logically there cannot be any relation between the
purely formless or non-relational principle, and the forms or states or the rela-
tional principle. But 'somehow' the 'relational' is experienced. The
relation is a' fact, ' but fact is not real. Thereby he docs not say that the fact
is an illusion. This leads us to his famous doctrine of ' ?lIaya ' or ' .\\·idya. '
Relational experience lasts till the final experience is not known. The perccp-
tion of the snake is real till the rope is not known. So when the relational
knowledge vanishes, the non-relational consciousness shines by itself as it is
the foundational consciousness. ~Hi.ya, or relational consciousness, for Sal'ikara,
is not a dogmatic supposition, for it is a fact, but not finally real. It is and it
is not. It is therefore, ineffable or ' anirvachaniya.' :Vlayii has a place in this
universe, it can be explained, but it is not ultimately real. There is no dogma-
tism here on the part of SaJikara to assume this principle. It is the foundation
of our relational experience, but since it is not an ultimate experience, it can
be contradicted by another experience, which cannot be contradictod.rz

Assuming the relational experience as our ordinary experience, SaJikara
wants to account for it by his famous doctrine of ' vivart avada;' which implies
that change is apparent or phenomenal and not real. This' vivartavada ' of
Sankara is opposed to the' parinarnavada ' of the Sarnkhya philosophy. The
conception of ' first cause,' found in Sarnkhya philosophy, and also in Western
philosophy, is not admitted by Sankara. :VIayiiwhich account.s for the pheno-
menal experience, is not the thought of a first cause. l\Tuya is bcginninglcss.
It is an assllmption for explanation of the real character of the universe. \Vhy
the real is not experienced as it 1'8, is accounted for by May~l.48 Sankara does
not admit the theistic interpretation of :Vlrlyawhich is found in the l.'panisads.
It is not the real power of God. Sankara does not believe in a personal Goel.
His reality is thoroughly impersonal in character, viewed as Atman or Brahman.
Atman (pure consciousness) and Brahman (pure existence) arc identical.
While following the main principles of the Upanisads, he introduces his own
principles to find out more consistency in the Upanisadic concept of reality.
While Sarikara develops what is known as non-dualism,' Rii.miinuja develops
'qualified non-dualism' from the same Upanisadic principles. So the
concept of ?lIayii, though it has a reference to the Upanisadic principle,
is a contribution of Sankara, andit shows clearlv his dcfinite philosophic insight. ~9

The western philosophers by a hastv interpretation of this doctrine of maya
'-------------

46.

47·
48.

49·

Radhakrishnan: Indian Philosophy. VoL II, pp (J5(j-658.

RJ.dh;lkrishnan: Indian Philosoph~·, VoL rr., pp, 583-584.

Ibid., Vol. II. pp. 58r-583_

Ch at terjoo and Datta: '.-\n Introduction to Indian Philosophy, pp .. 443-444.
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cannot undermine the highest insight he had of reality. He by his doctrine
of :\Iaya or Avidya, wants to be true to his logic of identity and non-
contradiction.w It is not an abstract concept, but a concrete experience.
By the doctrine of Mayl he accounts for his respect for the ordinary
relational experience of this universe. He teaches us to understand
the value of this relational experience, but at the sametime. points out that
there is a higher experience basic to all our experiences which are phenomenal.
With the dawn of that consciousness, the phenomenal consciousness vanishes.
This phenomenal consciousness is positive till that supreme consciousness
dawns in US.51

Sari.kara's philosophy is a great effort to understand that' intellectualism'
of any kind, has to be abandoned to know the real nature of reality. The
problems of God, karma and liberation are intellectualistic problems which
can satisfy a lower form of mind, but not the higher mind.> The foundational
consciousness has its own logic. It cancels all dualism, change and multi-
plicity. If we want to understand Sailkara we arc to transcend our
ingrained intellectualism. Sailkara's position is not only anti-intellectualistic,
but it is. anti-intuitionistic, for, though the basic consciousness is intuited.
it is not intuited as an object. It is essentially non-relational in character.
That is why Sailkara does not speak like Santayana that he has intuition
of certain rational principles as the essences or forms. The foundational
consciousness is the only luminous consciousness at the basis of al1.53
In this thought, there is a supposition of other experiences in relation to
the foundational experience. Really this expression is defective from the
highest point of view. But it cannot. be helped, for, we are still within the
bounds of the relational consciousness. Sallkara admits only one principle,
riz., the relational consciousness or :\1iiyfl or avidya, to accoun t for our
phenomenal experience; Whitehead assumes several rational principles,
to account for the rationalitv of our experience. Whitehead cannot take
us to the non-relational experience of Sari.kara. He ends with an initial
contradiction. viz., all our experience is dynamic; .Sailkara cannot accept
with his 'rationality' and logic, the truth of that principle. Whitehead
confines himself to the relativity of human experience, and so contradiction
and limitation are real to him. Sallkara points ant that this relational

50. Raj u : Thought and Reality, Pl" I.H-I()O; Sirear: Compara tivc Studies in
Ved arrtism , Pl'. IOj-IO(>, 131-13:l, 13j-130; Sanlksepa~arjrakam, p. 40. Ch. II.
Chandogya : 6. 2-1.

.51. Raju : Thought and Reality, pp. 1711-11'10; Sircar : Comparative Studies in
Vcclant isrn, pp. 77-iS.

5l. Chatterjee and Datta: An Introduction To Indian Philosophy, pp. 452-455'

53. Raju : Thought and Rcal itv, Pl'. 2°4-219: Dcusse n : The Svs tcrn of Vedanta,
Pl'. Z(.1-2Tl.
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experience: can be wholly contradicte.d and cancelled, by a non-relational
experience. This new metaphysics of Sankara will surely appeal to a logical
mind who wants to approach philosophical problems from a non-dualistic
standpoint. As this experience is foundational consciousness, it is known
immediately and directly, but here all intellectualism has to be abandoned.
'Sarikara points out both the negative and the positive ways of approaching
this experience. In both ways, he wants to re-interpret the.i.Upanisadic
insight in a new and novel manner.

Sircar in his, 'Comparative Studies in Vedantism,' clarifies the non-
intellectualistic attitude of Sarikara, Showing that the logic of Sari.kara has
a higher appeal to us than the logic of other Vcdantins.s--Ramanuja, Vallabha
Madhva, Nimvarka, J1\'a Gosvami and others. 54

Raju in his, .. Thoughtancl Reality" (Hegelianism and Advaita), is
equally cogent in supporting the non-dualistic logic of Sailkara, criticising
the less rational views of Hegel and the contemporary Hegeli.ans. According
to the logic of identity and non-contradiction of Sankara, the thought of
i difference' or ' negation ' cannot be ultimately supported. 55 There cannot
be any place for the idealistic theory of coherence or correspondence, 56 nor
can there be a ' transmutation' of our present experience into the' harmony'
of the higher experience as we find in Bradley.v Sailkara's philosophy is
never a drive towards a system or harmony. Only an assumption of 'avidya'
or 'lVIfrya' and a theory of 'vivarta' or 'apparent transforrnation.nt
can account for the apparent duality and change in the universe which
has its support in the. foundational consciousness-Atman or Brahman,
Raju suspends all his opinions about Whitehead. In Whitehead, he finds
the influx of the western thoughts in a new or novel form, but he is not sure
whether he is a Hegelian. That is why he docs not want to criticise White-
head as he is concerned with the strict Hcgelians.w

We have. however, tried to clarify the non-positivistic attitude of White-
head, with the same attitude found in Sari.kara. This non-positivistic atti-
tude of Whitehead, which rests on a belief in the character of dynamic experi-
ence, is untenable from the non-dualistic and non-positivistic logic ofSarikara.
Our belief in this non-dualistic logic of Sankara, does not necessarily carry us

• , 'kto any form of mysticism in Sankara's philosophy, alining San cara, as

r

•

54· Comparative Studies in Vcd antisrn. cf, Preface and Ch. I.

55· Raju : Thought and Reality, Part. II .

56. Ibid., Part. III.

57· Ibid., pp. 40-42.

58. Ibid., p. 88.

59· tu«, pp. 258-2.';9.
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Kirtikar does, with the mystic thinkers of the wcst-s-Plotinus. Eckhart,
Tuler, Suso and Spinoza.60-A mystic interpretation, however, of Sankara's
philosophy, is possible= This paper is only an examination of the non-
dualistic and non-positivistic attitude of Sankara from the intellectualistic
aspects as far as possible, without shutting out the possibility of a mystic
interpretation of it.

A. K. SARKAR.

60. Cf. Studies in Vedanta.

61. Cf. Contemporary Indian Philosophy. Ranade : The Evolution of my own
Thought.
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Buddhadatta and Buddhaghosa:
Their Contemporaneity and Age

I have read with profit Rev. A. P. Buddhadatta's article--The Great Author
of Snmmaries-s-Conteniporary of B1tddhaghosa-contributcd to The
University of Ceylon Reuieio (Vol. III, No. I). His introductions to

Buddluuiatta's Mannals have been fruitful in that some of the Indian scholars
have sought to clarify the historical and geographical references in the Nig(~-
manas to three of the manuals and the 1VladJt1fratthavilnsini, the latter being a
commentary on the Buddhavamsa. Now, in the above article he has recon-
sidered some of the points.

The first point is that he is inclined to accept Kalabbhakulanandana
(also, -vaqrf,l!ana) as the more correct of the two variants in the MSS., the other
being Kalambakulanandaua. The second name, Kalamba, of the royal
family, if accepted, must have to be equated with Kadamba. The fact, how-
ever, is that both the Kalabhras (Pali Kalabbha) and the Kadambas had
founded kingdoms in South India. The Kadambas being connected rather
with Kanara and Western Mysore,> the Kalabhras would seem to have a
greater claim on our attention as a ruling people whom the Pallava king Sim-
havisnu defeated during his reign (A.D. 575-600). But the question remains
open until the identification of the contemporary king Accuta Accuta-vik-
kanta (Acyutavikranta) or Accuta-vikkarna (Acyutavikrama), on the fixing
of the date of whose reign depends greatly the date of Buddhadatta, the
Pali manual-writer and commentator who was a native of Uragapura (Uraiyfir
near Trichinopoly) on the Kaveri and a citizen of the Cola country, especially
when the Kadambas maintain the tradition of the Acyut arayas up till a late
period' and the Kalabhras arc still wanting in it .

The second point is that he draws our attention to Miss C. Minakshi's
identification of Buddhadatta's Bhutamangala with the present village of
Pallivritt a Bhiitamangalam on the Vcnnar, a branch of the Cauvery, in the
Mannargudi Taluq centrally situated in the district of Tanjore (Current Science,
No.8, Vol. VI). This identification is to be preferred to Mr. P. T. Srinivasa
Iyengar's Budalur in the Tanjore District.

r. By the way, the Kad arnba capital Vanavasl, also known as Jayanti or Vaijayanti,
is not mentioned in the edicts of Asoka. If Vincent Smith has written so in his Oxford
History oj India, p. 198, it is simply due to a slip of his pen.

2. There being an ancient land-route connecting the Lower Kaver! region with
Kan~ata, probably along the banks of the Kaverl, as proved by the joint testimony of
the Great Epic, the Rdmayaf!,<%and Hwen Thsang's Si-yu-Ki , it is not impossible that the
Kadambas founded a territory in Cola even before the Kalabhras.
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